Thank you for taking an interest in wanting to advertise on the FS19FarmerJim
Live Stream.

Advertisement Information
The advertisement banner is on the left of the show screen and in center during
the intermission screen. Streams are typically 3 hours a day / 3 days per week
(Tuesday, Wednesday, & Thursday). The advertisement slots are on a 1 hour
loop. Advertisements run one full calendar month.
Pricing
$5.00 /mo. ~ 30 second banner ad with chat command and a keyword.
$7.50 /mo. ~ 1 minute banner ad with chat command and 2 keywords.
?command? is a command typed in chat to activate a text ad in the chat screen.
?keywords? are simple words in chat that activate the commands.

Agreement
The information that you share with FS19FarmerJim is kept private and will not be
shared with anyone else. Your information is not kept on a server.
As long as your advertisements are renewed monthly, your price will not change!
Even if FS19FarmerJim raised advertising prices, your prices will not change until
you miss one month payment.
FS19FarmerJim reserves the right to deny your advertisement if it conflicts with
terms of service on the streaming platform. Or any other reason that is deemed
inappropriate. Ex: (Political, Religious, Offensive, Nudity, & Hate) won’t be
accepted or tolerated in FS19FarmerJim Live Streams.

FS19Farmer.com Advertiser Application
Please take the time to fill out the advertiser application. Print and copy, send a
copy to fs19farmerjim@gmail.com. I will get back to you as soon as I can.

Contact Name:
What should we call the contact person?

Business (optional) :
IF you are representing a business

Phone # :
E-Mail :
Physical Address :

Zip code :
Link to the Banner :
Advertisement Expected :
Please include text ad expected or feel free to include a 1920x1080
image along with this application

Additional information
Where at in the hour rotation would you expect it?

!keywords
Keyword Phrase expected :
This is what Billy Bot Bob will shout in the live stream chat
Include a clickable link if desired

Our Advertisers Page :
Include a short paragraph about your advertisement and a URL to
direct to so it can be displayed as an our advertisers.
This ad can’t be removed or changed.

All advertisements must meet the Terms of Service of Twitch in order to be accepted.
Political ads or ads containing any music will automatically be rejected.

